Touch IT POS and Stainless Steel Stand
The solution for increased throughput at the tunnel entrance.

- Touch screen point-of-sale terminal is designed for fast and efficient sales processing at the tunnel entrance.
- Available Stainless Steel Cabinet and Stand provides security and extends the life of the Touch IT POS Terminal
TOUCH IT FEATURES & BENEFITS

Mounted at the entrance of the tunnel, the Touch IT (Touch Input Terminal) improves the efficiency of your operation by enabling the tunnel operator to add or remove vehicles from the stack, add services to vehicles, apply equipment retracts, reprint receipts, and conduct a tunnel wetdown. The Touch IT can be wall mounted, or mounted in the optional Stainless Steel Cabinet and Stand for additional security.

REQUIREMENTS & SPECIFICATIONS

Stainless Steel Cabinet and Stand for the Touch IT POS
- Base Height: 37 ½ in / 95.25 cm
- Cabinet Height: 19 1/2 in / 49.53 cm
- Overall Height: 57 in / 144.78 cm
- Overall Width: 31 in / 78.74 cm
- Cabinet Depth: 20 ½ in / 52.07 cm

Touch IT POS with Cash Drawer
- Operating Temperature Range:
  - 0° F to 120° F
  - -17 ° C to 48° C
- Supply Voltage:
  - 230 VAC ± 10%
  - 110 VAC ± 10%
- Frequency:
  - 50/60 Hz
- Max. Current:
  - 10 Amps @120 V AC
  - 6 Amps @240 V AC
- IP Rating: IP65
- Requires Cat 6 Shielded network cable from network switch